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BEHIND THE SPOTLIGHT

BEYOND THE

SPOTLIGHT
by JAN TERRENCE TOLENTINO

It’s not their job to perform, but the entire performance rests on
their shoulders. They never share the same spotlight with the artists,
but instead clap along behind the curtain. They are every bit as
responsible for the success of every show, big or small, as the
artists involve.

They are the heads and leaders of the production.

Let’s take a look behind the spotlight at a few of these leaders.
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DOCDEF

Stemming purely out of an accident, Docdef Productions has come
to be known as one of the metro’s independent platforms to promote
musical talent. Focusing on local bands and talent who are looking
for an outlet to amplify their potential, Docdef works on curating
good music for their appreciative audience who are always open to
discover new and exciting sounds.
The person behind it, Christopher Antonio “JB” Balaquit, has come to
be known as “Doc”. By instinct, one would assume that his profession
would be somewhat close to the medical field, but as he puts it,
“Many think that it’s short for ‘doctor of music’, but it’s actually short for
‘document deficiency’ – I’m a banker by profession.”
As JB recounts, Docdef started as something off of his and a friend’s
bucket list; “Whenever we attended gigs, we always had to push and
shove to get a good view of the band. That's the reason why we want
to set up our own gig: to get the best seats in the house.”
From a simple weekend hobby, Docdef Productions eventually grew
to hold regular events in intimate bars and small-stage venues;
such as Route 196, Saguijo, Mow’s, Upperhouse, and 12 Monkeys; to
occasional large-scale events such as Tagaytay Art Beat, Novellino’s
Pour Out What’s Special in Canlubang, Laguna, and In ‘D Flow in
Bacoor, Cavite.

Contact Docdef at jb.underscore8@gmail.com
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ALAS
MALAKAS

In Cavite, there is a music
production group that helps
musicians and their audience
discover different cultures through
music and other art forms. They are
known as Alas Malakas.

According to their head, Miles Ace
Andes, all the members of the
production have day jobs, but they manage to organize gigs regularly
in the South, at the Junkyard Bar in Imus Cavite, at least once or twice
a month.

“All types of genre, from mainstream to underground, are welcome
here. Let everyone experience your culture!” says Miles.
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SX MANILA

Sound Experience Manila, simplified as “SX Manila”, is an events production
company that puts artists first. With that in mind, the company aims to
give the best possible events, venues, and exposure for our artists, and
raise musical awareness to the Filipino community by providing them with
mainstream, midstream, and underground Filipino music. In the pursuit of
creating the best and most diverse events, SX Manila combines artists and
talents of different genres of music to create a musical spectacle.
“Apart from producing music events with SX Manila, I am a mother of two
children, and I also manage a number of bands and artists,” says Norlyn
M. Tano, the president of SX Manila. Revisiting how it all began, Ms. Tano
says that SX Manila began with a certain vision to provide rock artists
and bands a platform to bridge their music to the masses. So, SX Manila
headed and organized monthly shows at Luneta (Rizal Park Manila) to reach
these masses, while giving the Luneta stage to the artists and bands with
established names as headliners and up-and-coming acts.
“Aside from organizing monthly shows at Luneta, we also hold bar gigs at
19East. We aim to be as inclusive as possible, targeting all kinds of bands
and artists, in reaching out to all types of audiences,” she says.
The statement that SX Manila makes is the proof that all musical artists –
regardless of genre, social class, age, or gender – can reach and attain their
dreams by hard work, perseverance, and putting passion first. That, in music,
there are no lines which divide us, only ideas that connect us, and these
ideas are what would make the world an entirely better place.
Ms. Tano would like to thank everyone involved in the success of SX Manila:
Es Reyes, Djan Dwaine H. Canary, Jesse De Guzman of JMDG Graphics,
Hannah Sharmaine Ochoco of Pandachoco Photography, and Inigo Mortel
of Banana Rising Recording Studio.
Contact SX Manila at sxmanila@gmail.com
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SHARKBOY
PRODUCTIONS
Edgar Bravo, better known as “GAGAL”, is the brain behind Sharkboy
Productions. As the drummer for the bands Neruda and GRVCiO,
Gagal also does tech duties for the bands ROUGE, Manila Under Fire,
Firefalldown and sometimes for COLN.

The name “Sharkboy” apparently originated from Gagal’s shark-esque
hairstyle. As he recounts, “It was 2002 when we started Outerlimits
Production, along with Ms. Sazi, back when Mayrics was still around.
At the time, they were one of the main productions at Mayrics, up
until it was renamed “Sazi’s”. Eventually, Outerlimits became Sharkboy
Productions.

At the moment, Sharkboy sinks its teeth South of the metro – where
they hold regular productions (at least once a month) at Jerson’s
Bar-B-Q, and 19East. Sharkboy differentiates itself from other
productions by having fewer bands lined up, so that they can have
longer sets and everyone can really enjoy all their hard work.

Contact Sharkboy Production at gagalbravo80@gmail.com
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HALFNOTE
PROMOTIONS
“Authenticity, Artistry, and Attitude. These simple words are ours

to live by. Authentic, meaning that it comes from the heart. Artistic,
meaning you know your stuff and express it. Attitude, meaning you are
not willing to give up and always have a continuous positive attitude.”
Halfnote Promotions is all about bringing deserving, talented, and
authentic indie and underground bands to a wider audience, with
the mission of making these artists break into the mainstream. It
aims to help the music scene bring more quality gigs to the table for
independent musicians as well.
Halfnote is composed of three people: Joy Cubangbang, her son
Benet Cubangbang, and business partner Ralph Lelis. Joy is a full
time housewife, who runs a car accessories shop with her husband
based in Thailand, while Benet is a student of Music Management.
According to Joy, “It all started when my son Benet decided to take
a Music management course in BGC MCKinley, where he is currently
studying. We thought of building a company that will serve as his
portfolio for the course. Until he began to join production and band, I
suggested to build this promotion company for him to be familiar in
both the underground and mainstream industry while he's studying.
Eventually, we met Ralph Lelis who is also a good singer and musician.
We discussed things and are blessed to share the same vision and
goal. Then, we conceptualized the company which is now Halfnote
promotions.”
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Ralph adds, “From then it started with the realization that there are
a lot of talented artists out there who are underexposed. With that
realization meshed common goals of like-minded friends in the music
industry. Hence, Halfnote Promotions came about.”
According to Benet, they do at least two gigs a month. They have also
had their part in big events, such as the recent Fete de la Musique.
“We hosted the Alternative stage and lined up 24 independent bands.
We hope we can up our time table from twice a month into more as
we grow with our artists,” he says.
On the type of artists and audience that they cater to, Ralph has this
to say:
” We believe that every artist needs to be heard, and has to have a
platform. We speak with the artist, work with them on who specifically
the artist creates their content for, then we try to reach their desired
and hopefully broader audience. “
“Currently we have 2 programs, The Nebula Mix and Sound Syndicate.
Nebula Mix consists of light to alternative sound of music, while our
soon to launch Sound Syndicate will cater to a more sonically heavier
sound. You have got to wait for that!”
Contact Halfnote Promotions at joygrafil@gmail.com
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ROUGH STUFF
ENTERTAINMENT
Aside from being a public health nurse assigned in the Disease Surveillance

and Epidemiology Unit of Pasay City Health Office, Mikhail Lawrence Ramrod
“Miko” B. Llorca watches gigs a lot, and dabbles in a lot of street and music
photography.
Miko is the man behind Rough Stuff Entertainment, a production aimed at
hard rock, rock n’ roll, blues rock, and everything in between. Bringing back
the sweet sound of true blue “rugged” rock n’ roll, Rough Stuff Entertainment
(RSE) aims to produce “feel good” quality rock and roll events.
Beginning between 2016 and 2017, RSE was formed by friends from different
bands playing from different parts of the spectrum. According to Miko,
“Rough Stuff Entertainment (RSE) targets quality over quantity. Although
there is no specific norm of how often and where RSE holds its event. I would
say we hold 2 or more months of Interval. Historically, not more than 5 events
a year. Since the founding members are from active (busy) Rock n Roll, Hard
Rock bands. To them, it’s more of "When it feels right" attitude that sustains
the magic of camaraderie and drive to produce.”
Although rooted mainly in Rock n’ Roll, hard rock and blues rock, RSE is
known to include OPM, Funk, soul, and others. What's important is the vibe
and good attitude that the performers project. “Rough Stuff Entertainment is
critical when it comes to authenticity, work ethics, and quality service to our
stakeholders (venue, performers and sponsors),” says Miko.
“Rough Stuff Entertainment is all about the good times, great vibes,
sustainable working relationships and the Music-Mission. Viva Rock n' "F" Roll!”

Contact Rough Stuff Entertainment at llorcamiko@gmail.com
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ARTIST
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FreeKings started in 2011 as a hobby band with the three original members, that
is in the current line up. The name “FreeKings” was coined by Clyde, meaning,
we are made kings and queens by God and through Jesus Christ we were made
free. But the band never labeled themselves as a “christian band” but described
the name as their faith. The band had their “official” gig in 2012 at the Pavilion
Fashion Fair 2012 in Binan Laguna, but never have played a gig again until 2013
where the official members were finalized. FreeKings is composed of Clyde
Obuga on Vocal/Guitars, Dwayne Enriquez on Guitars, Jc Resolme on Bass, and
Lemuel Obuga on Drums. Influences ranging from Rage Against the Machine,
Deftones, Mac Miller, Pierce the Veil, and Issues.
The current songs being released under Warner Music Philippines as of date
are, Fury, Beautiful, Divine, and The Case, all which are distributed on all digital
streaming platforms, and a music video for Fury on Youtube. The songs were
all written and arranged back in 2016 by Clyde Obuga, where they released the
current songs independently and held an EP Launch, where the EP was called
“Nerves”. The guest bands included Happy Three Friends, Vstheworld, Anthurium,
and others. Just last year, the band signed a distribution contract with Warner
Music Philippines to re-release all the songs from the EP as singles. The band is
also making videos or “vlogs” called “FK All Day” up in Youtube, where they show
you the raw or real moments when you spend a day with the band and friends.
The band has numerous achievements such as back in 2014 they played at
Music Museum as a guest in an album launch of a Polyeast Records artist,
played for the annual Pavilion Fashion Fair for 5 straight years, honored as the
Breakout Artist of the Year by SoundBucket Studio and Productions, Played
headlining shows alongside Gloc-9 and Shanti Dope, song played on Balian ng
Leeg with Reg Rubio and Batas, played headlining spot on Fete De La Musique
2019: Laguna MainStage, played with Sud, Hillera, St. Wolf, and others at Saguio,
and many more.

Currently the band is on break to write new material as a cohesive unit and as
creative whole, whereas the past songs were arranged and written by Clyde. It
is a recurring event were the band becomes inactive for sometime and that’s
mainly because of the members recognizing the time for their own lives and
personal activities to grow as an individual, for when it’s time to play or create
music again, the art produced will show the growth and maturity of each one.
*Hailing from San Pedro, Laguna
*Repping THOU brand
*Spotify Link: https://open.spotify.com artist/0rj50fB4FPPw4E0Z7LAhWS?si=MTNt6mfdSH6H6lKxvZzlEQ
*Youtube: https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCsmWPyTWT7sERCNrXS_Vpow
*facebook: www.facebook.com/freekingsph

DJ SCENE

Alter Ego
2 May 2019
Xylo

If you’ve been an aficionado of the
nightlife long enough, you’ll have
certain places that you know have
good sounds. To regulars, Xylo
delivered once again the second of
May with MC Ron Madela keeping the
crowd’s spirits high, in sync with DJ’s
Martin Pulgar, Mars Miranda and JJ
Saur sessions manning the decks.

Photos:

Neil Bengzon Photography
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BAD HOMBRES
4 May 2019
BAD Late Night Breakfast Bar

The night’s them may have been
Bad Hombres but the only thing bad
about it was that it ended; with DJ’s
Jade Gultiano, Rocky Ramos, and Max
Berardi dropping the beats, people
were bound to have a good time.

Photos:

Lars Plata
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THE
BOUNCE
WEDNESDAY
8 May 2019
The Key bar

With “bounce” as the name of the
game people were moving their
bodies to the music at The Key
Bar last May 8. With top DJ’s Regiel
Orocay, Pico Morales and Richard
Ronquillo turning out the tunes while
MC Paolo Mendoza keeping up the
hype, everyone had a blast.
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UrbnQC
10 May 2019
urban qc

When you got the known names in
the biz making the music, and one of
them is celebrating a birthday, there’s
an extra dimension to the party. MC
Benj was on the mic while DJ’s Jon
Monreal, Mars Miranda, and DJ Katsy
Lee, celebrating another year, were on
their game, with Franco Zarate and
Knoxville rounding out the roster.

Photos:

Jayzee Cessar, D_Fluokids_UrbanQC
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Very Special Night
28 May 2019
Tipsy Pig (Timog)

It didn’t matter that May 28th was a
week day at the Tipsy Pig (Timog), it
was a very special night indeed with
the music of the evening provided by
Pio Balbuena, Allmo$t Music, Shanti
Dope and Ace Ramos. The pub buzzed
while they dished out popular tunes
through the evening.

Photos:
RVP
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Libero 2
01 june 2019
Cinko Poblacion

June 1 at Cinko, Poblacion Makati
was a DESC experience from dusk to
dawn of the next day as people let go
of their cares to enjoy the music of
Sky Dominique , Sho yd, Nikki Jurado,
Jason Soong Tarantella, Rasputin and
Sapience.

Photos:

CSantos, Chico Zapotilla

ESCAPE'S 3RD YEAR
ANNIVERSARY
PARTY
31 May 2019 The Island Bar

Escape celebrated their 3rd year
anniversary at the Island Bar on
the very last day of May, and by the
looks of it everyone had a blast; Not
very hard to do with music from SP
Espinosa, Euric Lumanog, What So Not,
and Marc Naval, with MC DM keeping
everyone amped and ready.

Photos:

Carl Ibale (@carl_ibale) and
Neil Bengzon Photography
D_Escape_Islandbar
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DJ Soda
08 june 2019
Cove Manila

June 8 at Cove Manila was a
scorching night of body-shaking beats
and wild acts as one of the hottest female
artists of the Korean club scene, DJ Soda,
brought her A-game to the party. With
aerial performance displays, wicked hot
dancing, and DJ Jason Dewey also bringing
his trademark sounds of dance-oriented
remixes, energetic sets, and club music, the
night was an astounding success in
leveling up everyone’s energy and
letting the music take them over.

Photos:

CSantos, Chico Zapotilla

MUSIC SCENE

RIDES N'
VIBES 2019
BOARDSPORTS & REGGAE MUSIC FEST

Happy campers had a blast at Poctoy Beach for the first ever Sugbo Festival at
Caramoran, Catanduanes. While the boardsports competitions included the long
board, skimboard, and skateboard aficionados, the music lovers enjoyed a solid
line-up of bands: Green Leafy Vegetables, Mistaroots, Mica and the Gwaps, The
Upbeats Ska, and Boo One, with Talahib People's Music even setting up a workshop
on how to play musical instruments. Even when a sudden brownout happened,
the music kept coming with the help of quick hands and fast work of the support
people behind the scenes, and who also enjoyed the event with the comfort of their
specially tricked-out company bus, custom-made for touring with AC, sleep bunks
and even a washing and cooking area. The nice part? An entry pass to the festival
totalled 1 ballpen, 1 notebook; 2 pencils, 1 eraser, the proceeds of which were given to
the children of Caramoran.
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MUSIC +
BACOLOD =
PERFECT MIX
It was a wild night at the Perfect Mix Music Festival held at the

Marketplace Bacolod last May 31 as attendees caught Bamboo,

Urbandub and Quest for a one night only display of musical chops,
amazing vocals, and tip-top sounds , with certified AudioCenter sound
engineer Jose Rafael Tuason in control of the sound system

EVENTS

SX MANILA

First off, I would like to thank you for reaching out to us for this piece and your
support for the Filipino music community.

My name is Norlyn M. Tano, president of SX Manila. Apart from producing
music events with SX Manila, I am a mother of two children, and I also
manage a number of bands and artists.
Of course, all that SX Manila has accomplished would not be possible
without our friends: Es Reyes, Djan Dwaine H. Canary, Jesse De Guzman of
JMDG Graphics, Hannah Sharmaine Ochoco of Pandachoco Photography,
Inigo Mortel of Banana Rising Recording Studio.
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SX Manila (Sound Experience Manila) is an events production company
that puts artists first. With that in mind, we aim to give the best possible
events, venues, and exposure for our artists, and raise musical awareness
to the Filipino community by providing them with mainstream, midstream,
and underground Filipino music. In the pursuit of creating the best and most
diverse events, we combine different genres of music to create a musical
spectacle.
SX Manila began with a certain vision to provide rock artists and bands
a platform to bridge their music to the masses. So, SX Manila headed
and organized monthly shows at Luneta (Rizal Park Manila) to reach
these masses, while giving the Luneta stage to the artists and bands with
established names as headliners and up-and-coming acts.

SX Manila began with a certain vision to provide rock artists and bands
a platform to bridge their music to the masses. So, SX Manila headed
and organized monthly shows at Luneta (Rizal Park Manila) to reach
these masses, while giving the Luneta stage to the artists and bands with
established names as headliners and up-and-coming acts.
Aside from organizing monthly shows at Luneta, we also hold bar gigs at
19East. We aim to be as inclusive as possible, targeting all kinds of bands
and artists, in reaching out to all types of audiences.
The statement we're making with SX Manila is the proof that all musical
artists-- regardless of genre, social class, age, or gender-- can reach and
attain their dreams by hard work, perseverance, and putting passion first.
That, in music, there are no lines which divide us, only ideas that connect us,
and these ideas are what would make the world an entirely better place.
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TUBE
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MIDNIGHT SKY

IN MY PRISON

CHA-CHING

CHOP CHOP BLUES

SISIKAT KA IHA

APOY

UNIQUE
GRANDMA

UNIQUE
GRANDMA

BITA AND THE BOTFLIES

IV OF SPADES

BITA AND THE BOTFLIES

BRA FT. SHANTI DOPE

TUBE

LABAHITA

SHOTGUN COMBO

ALAM MO BA? (ANG GULO)
ANG BANDANG SHIRLEY

SANA

I BELONG TO THE ZOO
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PILLARS

DYING MANIFESTO

MUSIC EVENT PRODUCTIONS
AFROMAN Productions
kaelgorbycruz@gmail.com
www.facebook.com/afromanprodph

DLIVES Productions
0906 4105678 | lemsguitar@yahoo.com
www.facebook.com/dlivesproduction

AMPLIFIED MUSIC Productions
www.facebook.com/AMProdPH

DIRTY KNOBS Productions
www.fb.com/Dirty-Knobs-Productions

BAD AND NAUGHTY BOYS Production
www.fb.com/Bad-and-Naughty-Boys-Production

DOCDEF Productions
docdefproductions@gmail.com
www.facebook.com/docdefprod

BANDISTA Productions
www.facebook.com/Bandista-Production
BARBERO Productions
0917 8292767 | 0916 5087131
hibiki_jp79@yahoo.com
www.facebook.com/barberoprod
BARAKO Production
brkprdctn@gmail.com
www.facebook.com/BarakoProduction
BEAT TRICKS Productions
0916 3805941
www.facebook.com/beattricksprod/
BE BRIGHT BACK Production
0948 7001100
rakistaonline27@yahoo.com
www.fb.com/berightbackproduction

EARGASMA Production
www.facebook.com/eargasmaprod
EMS Production
www.fb.com/EMS-Production
FROG Production
0906 2243313 | jv_mango@yahoo.com
www.facebook.com/frogproductionofficial
GOD-LIKE Production
www.facebook.com/godlikeproduction
GOD-LIKE Production
www.facebook.com/godlikeproduction
HIGH FREQUENCY Productions
0917 5566188
www.fb.com/High-Frequency-Productions

BEEHIVE Productions
www.fb.com/beehiveproductionsph

HUGE ROCK Productions Inc.
www.fb.com/hugerockcreativeproductions

BLACK CAT Production
0915 2878010
www.fb.com/blackkittenproduction

KHAKARA Production
0943 6810589 | 0915 8574568
0915 1419597
www.facebook.com/KProductionPH

CATHARSIS Productions
0912 9448141
carolgcasis@gmail.com
www.facebook.com/catharsisph
CHILI SAUCE Production
0932 6062581
chilisauceprod@yahoo.com
www.facebook.com/ChiliSauceProduction
CHOCO SKULL Productions
www.facebook.com/chocoskullph
CRAZY DUCK Productions
0917 7325550 | 0905 4173991
www.facebook.com/CrazyDuckProduction
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MIYAW Productions
0975 9812366
www.facebook.com/miyawprod
MUDHONEY Productions
0917 7645727
www.fb.com/MudhoneyProductions
NOODLESHOX Productions
www.facebook.com/NoodleShoxProd
ORPHEUS Productions
0999 7927396
www.fb.com/Orpheus-Production-Pilipinas

OUTLOUD PILIPINAS Productions
outloud.pilipinas@live.com
www.fb.com/outloudpilipinasevents
OVATION Productions
02 532 8883
www.facebook.com/ovationproductions
www.ovationproductionsmanila.com
PARAYAOSKI Productions
www.facebook.com/Parayaoskiproduction
PEACE BOMB NATION Production
www.fb.com/peacebombnationproduction
PEACE TOL Productions
www.fb.com/PeaceTol-ProductionsPHOENIX Productions
0927 4972387
miggy.eventsplanner@gmail.com
www.fb.com/ilovephoenixproduction
PROD CENTRAL
0905 5362566
prod.central@yahoo.com
www.facebook.com/ProdCentral
PURPLE SUNSET Productions
www.fb.com/purplesunsetproductions
RACC/OON Production
raccoonph@gmail.com
www.facebook.com/raccoonprod
RED BUTTON Production
0917 8530179
redbuttonproductionph@gmail.com
www.facebook.com/redbuttonproduction
REDLINES Productions
02 4535803 | redlinesprod@gmail.com
www.facebook.com/RedlinesProductions
RED NINJA Productions
www.facebook.com/redninjaprod
REDROCKET Productions
redrocketprod@yahoo.com
redrocketproductionsph@gmail.com
www.fb.com/RedRocketProductions
SAVE THE QUEEN Productions
0917 8242787
savethequeenprod@gmail.com
www.facebook.com/SaveTheQueenProd

SHARKBOY Productions
www.facebook.com/sharkboyprod
SLEDGEHAMMER Productions
0916 4920975 | 0916 2168563
www.facebook.com/sledgehammerprod
SOLID EMPIRE Productions
0926 2246411 (Norbs)
0999 7267113 (Jonas)
solidempireproductions@gmail.com
www.fb.com/SolidEmpireProductions
SUBLIME EVENT Productions
www.fb.com/Sublime.Events.Productions
SXMANILA (Sound Experience Manila)
0917 5575945 | sxmanila@gmail.com
www.facebook.com/sxmanila
TAMBAYAN Production
0926 3651204
www.facebook.com/TambayanProdph
TEAM KARGA Productions
0906 4490021
www.fb.com/Team-Karga-Production
THEDRUGGEDZOMBIE
riabautista@me.com
www.fb.com/thedruggedzombie
THE SOUTHERN PROJECT
demo@thesouthernproject.com
www.facebook.com/thesouthernproject
TONO Events 0905 2062858
www.facebook.com/TonoEvents
TSIKENSTARR Production
tsikenstarrproductions@gmail.com
www.fb.com/TsikenStaRR-ProductionUNDERSTONE Production
0906 4716126
undertoneproduction@gmail.com
www.facebook.com/undertoneproduction
WE ARE THE UNDERDOGS
Productions
watunderdogsprod@gmail.com
www.fb.com/wearetheunderdogsproductions
www.watupph.com

